
Hypothermia in TBI 

Summary/My practice 

BTF- llB recommendation - early ( within 2.5hrs 
of injury) short term (48hrs) hypothermia in TBI 
is not recommended.   

With regard to temperature management In 
patients with TBI my practice is to avoid 
hyperthermia (T >38) and aim for normothermia 
with anti pyretics and surface cooling devices. 
Based on current evidence early hypothermia in 
TBI provides no benefit and may cause harm.

 In those with refractory high ICPs not amenable to 
further surgical intervention TH could be used as a 
rescue strategy to reduce ICP on a case by case basis

Evidence 

Pre- eurotherm era

BJA- 2013 Metanalysis https://
academic.oup.com/bja/article/
110/3/357/249589. 18 RCT, > 
1851 patients 

When higher quality trials 
included --> No mortality or 
neurological outcome benefit

Increased incidence of VAP in 
those cooled 

BTF metananalysis 2013 
showed more favourable 
neurological outcome in 
hypothermia - that they graded 
as level lll recommendation 

Set the scene for equipoise 

Cochrane review 2009 

No evidence of benefit 

Low quality trials showed a 
benefit, these trials  
exaggerated the treatment effect 

Eurotherm3235- 2015 NEJM, MCRCT n=387 , mainly 
UK

Intervention grup- Standard care 
plus TH ( 32-35oC) used as 2nd 
tier management strategy if ICP 
>20mmHg for >5 mins after Tier 
1 therapy within first 10days of 
injury. Duration of at least 48 
hours. 

Standard care 

Tier 1 therapy Mandatory - 
HOB 30, mechanical 
ventilation, MAP 80, sedation 
and analgesia. Optional - 
clot evacuation and EVD 
insertion with or without CSF 
drainage

Tier 2 - Osmotherapy with 
mannitol or hypertonic saline, 
pressors/inotoropes for CPP 
>60

Tier 3 - Thiopentone with EEG, 
DC, surgical evacuation  

Hypothermia reduced ICP  

Recruitment stopped early due 
to safety concerns ( Risk of 
death OR 1.45)

Worse neurological outcome 

Increased mortality 

Post Eurotherm - Cochrane 
review 2017  + POLAR 

Cochrane review 2017- unable 
to perform met analysis due to 
low quality studies and 
heterogeneity- conclusion that 
insufficient evidence to 
recommend hypothermia in TBI 
and further high quality RCT 
evidence needed 

POLAR JAMA 2018, ANZICS, MCRCT 
n=500 

GCS <9, blunt TBI, not those 
with significant brain 
haemorrhage 

Treatment group - prophylactic 
hypothermia 33-35 - cooling 
commenced mainly pre-hospital with 
2L cold saline and cooling blankets- 
35oC reached at median 2.5hrs and 
33oC at median of 10hours. Kept at 
33 for 72hrs up to 7 days. Rearmed 
with ICP monitoring ( nil changes in 
ICP with rewarming) 

Control arm - 36.5-37.5 with use 
of anti paretics and cooling 
vests 

Primary outcome GOS-E at 6 
months --> no difference 

Secondary outcomes --> higher 
incidence of pneumonia 70.5% v 
57% p 0.02, more bradycardia 
p<0.0001,  longer mechanical 
ventilation 8.3 v 6.9d p0.06 and 
increased noradrenaline use. 
Hypothermia did not reduce ICP. 

The bottom line- No signal in 
this study that early and 
sustained hypothermia improves 
neurological outcome. As per 
TBL - this trial but hypothermia 
in TBI  to bed ! 

Paediatric 

Cool kids 2013 - terminated 
early for futility 

Hutchison 2008 NEJM- may 
worsen mortality Overall BTF guidelines 

Do not recommend early TH and 
suggest normothermia and 
avoiding T >38

In refractory raised ICP then 
‘moderate ’late hypothermia’ 
32-34 can used used as a 
rescue strategy 

Benefits 

Indications - prophylactic - or 
therapeutic - for refractory high 
ICPs

Decreased cellular injury 
< neuronal apoptosis, 
decreased oxygen free radicals, 
reduced excitotoxicity

Decreased inflammation and 
oedema

Impairment of neutrophils and 
macrophages ? Decrease 
inflammatory response those 
mitigate oedema 

< BBB permeability < oedema

Decreased cerebral metabolic 
rate 

For each 1 degree decrease in 
core body temp CMR <7-10%- 
decreased oxygen and glucose 
consumption, reducing ICP and 
improving CPP

We know that hyperthermia is 
associated with worse 
neurological outcome 

Introduction/rationale  

The use of therapeutic hypothermia has been 
shown to improve neurological outcome post 
cardiac arrest and neonatal asphyxia.  

Despite its use in the past (lundenberg et al) 
the current role of TH in TBI is less clear. 
Prophylactic TH is not recommended in 2016 
BTF guidance. Controversy regarding timing, 
depth, duration and speed of rewarming exists 
in the literature

New studies are emerging evaluating its 
efficacy post TBI. Notably Eurotherm 2015 
has paved the way for the ANZICS MCRCT 
POLAR ( JAMA 2018)

Disadvantages 

Overshoot rewarming ? 
Rebound ICPs 

More adverse features the greater the degree 
of hypothermia- Coagulopathy, 
immunosupression, pneumonia (POLAR 
70%vs 57%), cold duiresis and 
dyselectrolytaemia, cardiac arrhythmia, less 
catecholamine responsiveness (POLAR)  and 
death  

Requires sedation and 
neuromuscular blockade 

Cost and longer ICU stay 

Skin damage/ pressure sores 
from cooling devices 
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